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Challenge
The inauguration of Nebraska Governor Pete Ricketts in January of 2015 represents the first change in
the state’s executive branch in over ten years. In addition, with term limits now applicable to senators in
Nebraska’s Unicameral, the state experienced an unusually large turnover of state senators this year. The
state’s 2014 election resulted in the replacement of seventeen of the forty nine senators, a 35% turnover
in Nebraska’s Unicameral. With this climate of change in both the Governor’s office and the
Unicameral, the Nebraska Investment Finance Authority (NIFA) had some work to do.
NIFA’s goal was to introduce newly elected officials quickly and efficiently to NIFA and the work
NIFA carries out on behalf of the state. Understanding the new Governor and legislators would be busy
adjusting to their roles, NIFA wanted to accomplish this goal in a manner that did not overwhelm with
excess information and unfamiliar industry terms. Additionally, we wanted to be able to take advantage
of every opportunity to pass along our information – whether that was in a formal setting or in a brief
encounter in the halls or elevators of the state capital. To meet these goals, NIFA developed the
Legislative Placemat (Placemat).
Solution
As with every state HFA, NIFA releases its annual report each year, providing copies to the Governor
and members of the Unicameral. For our newly elected state officials, we thought the information in our
typical annual report on the programs and products of NIFA might present a number of new concepts
and ideas with which this group might be unfamiliar. To quickly bring the new legislators and state
officials up to date on NIFA’s mission and accomplishments, NIFA chose an educational tool - the
NIFA Legislative Placemat (Placemat) - to visually convey the history of NIFA together with
information about NIFA’s programs and the impact of those programs in the state. The open format of
the Placemat allows us to provide information in a straightforward, easy to understand manner. The
Placemat sets forth key facts and statistics without overwhelming the audience with technical program
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terms and industry jargon. For a group that is constantly bombarded with information, this tool provided
a very compact way to present our message.
The Placemat is a two-sided 11x17 visual presentation of NIFA and its programs and activities. Side
One sets forth information on NIFA programs serving Nebraska residents and businesses. Information
includes the number of loans and average loan amount for NIFA’s Single Family Program, the number
of affordable housing units across the state financed through the allocation by NIFA of Low Income
Housing Tax Credits, the number of agricultural loans financed by NIFA through the issuance of Ag
bonds, and information about bonds issued by NIFA for various other sectors. Side One also includes a
summary for the reader of NIFA’s mission, together with information about the results of our
investment of resources in programs and technical assistance over time.
Side Two of the Placemat presents information on opportunities and challenges in Nebraska, how NIFA
adds value to leverage public resources and highlights NIFA program priorities. Side Two also lists
recent awards NIFA has received, our bond rating and identification of some of our long-standing
partners. The Placemat allowed us to impart information on the past, present, and future of NIFA in a
simple, easy to understand format.
Replicable
NIFA developed and produced the Legislative Placemat completely in-house. Information was gathered
from each department and then pared down to the most salient points. We intentionally avoided the use
of acronyms and industry jargon. NIFA marketing staff then developed an attractive but simple color
scheme and graphics.
Any state HFA can relay information quickly to state legislators and elected officials via a Placemat as it
represents a simple, straightforward way to impart key information without overwhelming the reader
with a multitude of programmatic details. Additionally, it allows critical information to be passed along
easily in hallways, elevators and outer offices - utilizing every opportunity to educate our elected officials
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without a formal presentation device. The Placemat travels, in hand, back to the recipient’s desk in a
color and format that stimulates repeat viewing.
Attached, as an Exhibit, is a copy of the Placemat. A full size PDF version can be viewed at:
https://node1.floor99.net/storage/u.svc/download.dn?fid=5890335271797826724_14093
525272448905332
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